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ADDITIONAL ARTISTS TO EXPLORE

Additional artists who explore the self as **social construction** rather than expression of one’s essential nature.

- Carrie Mae Weems
- Lorna Simpson
- Kerry James Marshall
- Kara Walker
- David Wojnarowicz
- Andrea Zittel

Artists exploring self through one’s alter ego. Identifying issues of selfhood and representation of oneself as another.

- Rachel Harrison
- Sarah Lucas
- Gilian Wearing
- Cady Noland
RESOURCES

The Gender Ads Project.  
Created by Scott A. Lukas, Ph.D.  
Created in 2002, South Lake Tahoe, California  
http://www.genderads.com  
Accessed on: September 24, 2014

Admongo  
http://www.admongo.gov
RESOURCES CONTINUED


- Vintage ad browser
- http://www.vintageadbrowser.com

- http://www.uvm.edu/%7Etstreeete/powerpose/index.html